
Keilrahmen im Web-Design
Instructions No. 581
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 45 Minutes

In the blue primed Stretched Canvas ones, strands of wool and the stems of allium flowers are woven in an irregular pattern. The extraordinary work of art is
completed with feather dragonflies and green willow balls.

And so it works:

Prime the Stretched Canvas ice blue.
After drying the canvas with the Cutter cut several times from top to bottom at irregular intervals.
Weave wool threads in different lengths criss-crosswise and fix them on the backside with hot glue.
Weave in satin cord, thread on wicker balls and place them at the desired Position stick.
from Remove the flower heads of the Allium stalk, weave the stalks in and cut them off appropriately.
Glue the flower heads to the ends of the stems with hot glue.
Knot individual wool threads spirally on the woven material, also adding satin cord to taste.
Add plaited braids or thickly knotted strands of wool in the braid.
Stick on the feather vials.
Copy the lettering from the pattern, hatch the back with pencil, Stretched Canvas place it on the pattern and tighten with a ballpoint pen.
Alternatively prescribe freehand with the Strich-Ex-Stift and tighten with the Perl Pen.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
560085-85 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlIce blue 1
304672-07 VBS Pearl Pen, 28 mlBlue 1
291002 VBS Paper cord, assorted colors 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
132138 Fiskars "Professional metal cutter knife", 18 mm 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
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